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ABSTRACT
194The decay of Ir has been thoroughly studied resulting in the
construction of a decay scheme consisting of 26 excited states and
69 transitions. Nine new levels and 29 new transitions were added
to the previously known scheme. Of these, levels at 1893.6 and
1942053.0 KeV as well as 9 y-ray transitions are new to the Pt level 
scheme. Precise y-ray energy and intensity measurements were carried 
out using careful spectrum analysis techniques developed in the 
present work. Techniques of the extraction of quantitative informa­
tion from coincidence data were also developed and employed to make
194a self-consistent check of the level scheme construction. The Ir 
internal conversion electron spectrum was investigated with a Si(Li) 
detector in the present work for the first time. Directional correla­
tion measurements were performed for selected cascades with the major
result being the unique assignment of 0+ to the new level at 1893.6
194KeV. The structure of Pt is interpreted within the framework of 





Nuclei in the region of platinum (Z = 78) provide a valuable
testing ground for nuclear models since they lie in the transitional
region between the quite deformed rare-earth nuclei (Z Z 70) and the
closed proton shell nuclei at Z *» 82. Since the Pt nuclei are on the
vibrational side of this transitional region, it Is the deviations
from the simple vibrational model of spherical nuclei which are usually
investigated. Such deviations have been predicted in the quantitative
194description of the properties of the Pt nucleus through the pairing-
1—8plus-quadrupole (PPQ) model calculations of Kumar and Baranger.
In the PPQ picture, all nuclei are treated without any a priori 
assumptions made with respect to their deformation or sphericity. The 
nuclear motion is assumed, however, to be adiabatic and non-linear. 
Adiabatlcity implies that the sole responsibility for the low-lying 
positive parity states in even-even nuclei is quadrupole motion with 
the higher modes including octupole vibrations, pairing vibrations, and 
quasi-particle excitations neglected. The nuclear motion is non-linear 
since enharmonic vibrations around either spherical or deformed shapes 
are allowed.
Deformations in nuclei are assumed to be quadrupole deformations 
for which the nuclear surface may be described in terms of spherical 
harmonics^ as




where Rq is the equilibrium spherical radius of the nucleus. If the 
body-fixed axes are chosen to coincide with the principle axes of the 
ellipsoidal nucleus then the coefficients may be redefined as
a20 =  ̂COS Y ’ d ”2)
a21 “ a2-l " 0 ' (1‘3)
and
a22 “ a2-2 = /“ B Sin Y ’
where the deformation parameter $ is a measure of the radial deviation 
from sphericity and the asymmetry parameter Y Is a measure of the devia­
tion from axial symmetry. The radial deviations from the equilibrium 
radius Rq can be expressed as
6Ek = B R0 cos<Y - k j -  ) , (1-5)
where k = 1,2,3 for the three principle axes. It is apparent that if 
the nucleus is to have axial symmetry, then the only possible values 
for y are 0° and 60°. For y « 0°, the nuclear shape is prolate or 
that of a football with the elongated radius along the symmetry axis, 
and for y = 60°, the shape is oblate or that of a flattened basketball 
with the compressed radius along the symmetry axis.
3
In the PPQ picture, the anharmonic couplings of the five com­
ponents of the quadrupole motion are determined by the exact solution 
of Bohr's collective Hamiltonian:
3 2 . , _ ,;2
Hcoll = V <B>T> + * ^ <fk(S.v)"k + % V 8 , r > 6K-l
+ B6Y<e,Y)eey + ̂  b y y(0,y)b2y2 , a-e)
where, in terms of the quadrupole deformation parameters 3 and y, V is
the potential energy of deformation,are the moment of inertia
functions, are the components of the angular velocity along the
intrinsic axes, and B„„, B„ , and B are the vibrational mass para- * 60 6Y YY
meter functions. This solution involves a time-dependent Hartree- 
Bogolyubov calculation^ of the potential and six inertial functions 
from the microscopic PPQ Hamiltonian:
Hmlc - HS + ®P + HQ > (1‘7)
where Hg is the single-particle interaction of the shell model and the
two components of the residual interaction are the pairing interaction
Hp and the quadrupole interaction Hq as given and discussed by Kumar 
1 4  8and Baranger. 9 9  By the complete numerical solution of Bohr's
2collective Hamiltonian, the energy levels as well as the complete 6-y
dependence of the nuclear wave functions are determined.
194The nuclear wave functions of the PPQ model for Pt are 
approximately constant over a large 6~y region implying that the
4
nucleus can take on all possible shapes. Thus, the PPQ model indicates 
a y-soft, fluctuating nuclear shape and that excited states are well 
described as linear combinations of phonon states.
194Another view of the even-A Pt nuclei, including Pt, is provided 
by the odd-A Au nuclei as interpreted through the phenomenological 
effective-core picture"^ sometimes referred to as rotation-aligned 
coupling. In this picture, there is a coupling of the Proton
orbital to the Pt core through which the odd nucleon behaves like a 
probe of the core shape. In this picture, the particle-plus-rotor 
Hamiltonian is given by
H “ "p + Hrot • (1'8)
where Hp is the particle Hamiltonian which can be written as the
19single-particle Hamiltonian e^ plus the quadrupole Nilsson potential :
2
- e* + kB f ]T* j L 4j (j+1) J
« e^ + CQ2 . (1-9)
The rotational energy of the core can be expressed as
Hrot 0-10)
in which is the moment of inertia of the core and R is the core 
rotational angular momentum which can be related to the total angular
5
momentum of the system I and the particle angular momentum j by 
^ +R = I - J * (1-11)
The core at this point is assumed to be axially symmetric. The pro- 
jection of R on the symmetry axis is, therefore, R^ = 0. It follows 
that for the projection Q of j on the symmetry axis I^ = j^ = Thus,
the rotational Hamiltonian can be expressed as
Hrot = A tI Î+1> + 3 O + D  " 2ft2] + Hc , (1-12)
where H is the Coriolis interaction, c
Hc = -2A[I1j1 + I2j2] . (1-13)
The complete particle-plus-rotor Hamiltonian can be constructed with
H a e. + A [1(1+1) + j(j+l)] + (C-2A) ft2 + H . (1-14)
J c
When there are large deformations, the large g values produce
large values for C and small ones for A. If H^ is small, then solu-
2tions of SchrOdinger's equation are eigenfunctions of the SI term, 
which correspond to states with sharp ft values. Thus, j has a sharp 
projection on the symmetry axis which is termed deformation-aligned 
coupling. In this situation, the familiar spacing of rotational bands 
occurs with
E “ Eo (1-15)
The coefficients C and A do not depend on I or j, but depends
2on both. Thus, if I and/or j is large enough, the term in the
Hamiltonian will be negligible in comparison with Hc> In this case,
solutions of Schrodinger's equation will be eigenfunctions of Hc which
correspond to states with sharp projections of j along the rotation 
12axis. This is referred to as rotation-aligned coupling, and can 
also occur when (C-2A) approaches zero. This cancellation occurs when 
the nuclear Fermi surface is near low £i orbitals of the j-shell. The 
Fermi surface referred to here is the energy level for which almost all 
states below it are filled hole stateB and almost all states above it 
are unfilled particle states.
In Fig. 1, a portion of the proton Nilsson diagram"^ is shown in 
which the approximate proton Fermi surface of Au nuclei Is located by 
the dashed line at approximately 3.4 MeV. It is apparent for Au 
nuclei with Z =* 79 that the unpaired proton orbital can occur in the 
sl/2or^3/2 ^or small deformations. For larger deformations, the
unpaired proton can be in a Partlcle state coupled to a prolate
(+B) Pt core or in a -̂̂ 1/2 state coupled to an oblate (-3)
Hg core. In the latter two cases, the states of the and hn/2
bands should exhibit rotation-aligned coupling.
In this discussion of the particle-plus-rotor model, axial 
symmetry has been assumed. In the work of Meyer ter Vehn,^**^ the 
restriction of nuclear symmetry has been relaxed. These calculations 
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Figure 1. A portion of the proton Nilsson diagram showing the Fermi 
level (dashed line) for Au (Z = 79).
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deformation-aligned bands as the nuclear shape changes from prolate to
oblate through a series of trlaxial (asymmetric) shapes. In Fig. 2, the
level energies of states built on a j = 9/2 single-particle state are
shown as a function of the asymmetry parameter Y. For an oblate core
shape (y = 60°), the spin sequence of states is I = j , j+1, j+2,...
which is the sequence normally associated with rotational bands and
deformation-aligned coupling, while for a prolate core shape (y = 0°).
there is rotation-aligned coupling for which the spin sequence of
states is I = j, j+2, j+4,... . In the shape transitions between
Y = 60° and y = 0°, the "favored'states, I = j, j+2,... drop in energy
smoothly. However, the "unfavored" states, I » j+l> j+3,.. . change
drastically in energy in relation to the favored states.
17 18In experiments dealing with odd-A Au nuclei, * some of the
states of the h ^ ^  ^and ^ave been located. In order to best reproduce
the spin sequence and energy spacing of the experimentally determined
levels, only a very small range of y values are possible. Thus, there
is a possibility of static trlaxial shapes in the even-A Pt cores,
194including Pt. This experimental evidence supports the occurrence
of static trlaxial shapes in deformed even-even nuclei theoretically
20-23predicted many years ago by Davydov.
Since there is an apparent contradiction between the PPQ descrip­
tion of y-soft shapes and the core-particle picture of y-hard trlaxial 
194shapes in Pt, a thorough testing of the PPQ model is, therefore, in
194order. In the present work, the application of the PPQ model to Pt 
undergoes a crucial test with the direct comparison of experimental 
and theoretical relative B(E2) values. Experimental relative B(E2) 












10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60*
Asymmetry (x)
Figure 2. Levels built on the j « 9/2 single-particle state as a 
function of the asymmetry parameter y*
r
10
194states in Pt. Also, systematic features of some odd-A Au and even-A 
Pt nuclei are compared in order to shed some light on the structure
« 194T>.-of Pt.
24-28 194 194Thorough studies of the decay of Au to the levels of Pt
194have led to the development of a rather complete scheme of the Au
194 29-35decay. Although the decay of Ir had been previously studied,
194 194the Ir decay scheme contained only 20 excited states while the Au
decay scheme contained 30 in the same energy range. A more detailed 
194study of the Ir decay was carried out in the present work with
the result that, in addition to the more precise values obtained for
the critical branching ratios, 9 new levels and 29 new transitions
194were added to the Ir decay scheme. Of these, the levels at 1893.6
and 2053.0 keV and the y-ray transitions with energies of 111.4,
244.8, 857.1, 699.5, 1431.4, 1512.2, 1565.2, 1724.5, and 1780.7 keV 
194are new to the Pt level scheme.
CHAPTER II
GAMMA-RAY ENERGY AND INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
A. Introduction
Accurate determinations of y-ray energies and Intensities as well
as their uncertainties were carried out In the present study of the 
194Ir decay. In the decay scheme construction, the presence of most 
levels and the positions of most transitions were established on the 
basis of y-y coincidence relationships. However, the presence of some 
levels and the positions of some transitions were proposed only on the 
basis of statistical fits of transition energies with other features 
of the scheme. In addition, much of the physics extracted from the 
features of the scheme was based on the statistically significant 
Implications of relative B(E2) values computed from the y-ray inten­
sities. Thus, in order to provide confidence in the construction of 
the scheme and its implications, the y-ray energy and intensity 
uncertainties were determined with as much care as the actual values 
themselves.
B. Experimental Procedure
194The sources of Ir, which has a half-life of 19.15 + 0.03 
36hours, were produced by thermal neutron Irradiation of isotopically 
193enriched 98.7% Ir in the research reactor at the Georgia Institute
191 192of Technology. The 1.3% Ir produced a significant activity of Ir,
37 191which has a half-life of 74.02 + 0.18 days, since Ir has a
11
12
193neutron cross-section which Is 4 times that of Ir.
194The y-ray singles spectrum of Ir was studied using two 
different spectrometer systems. One consisted of a 4% efficient Ge(Li) 
detector with a resolution of 2.7 KeV IWHM (full width at half­
maximum) at 1332 KeV coupled to a Nuclear Data 1408C preamplifier, an 
Ortec 440 main amplifier, and a Nuclear Data 4096-channel analyzer.
The other system incorporated a computer based 8192-channel analyzer 
with electronics comparable to that mentioned above and a 15% 
efficient Ge(LI) detector with a resolution of 2.3 KeV FWHM at 1332 
KeV. Each of the detector efficiency ratings is the ratio of the 
photopeak count rate of the Ge(Li) to that of a 3x3" Nal detector for 
the 1332 KeV line of a ^ C o  source determined with source-to-detector 
distances of 25 cm.
The energies of several prominent y-rays were determined from
194spectra produced by sources of Ir and several energy standards. For 
the purposes of internal energy calibration and Intensity determina­
tions of all of the y-rays in the singles spectrum, series of spectra 
194were produced by Ir sources alone. . An example 8192-channel y-ray 
spectrum is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
C. Methods of Data Analysis
The analysis of y-ray spectra to determine y-ray energies and 
intensities can be split into four phases. These include the determina­
tion of photopeak centroids and areas, the determination and application 
of an energy calibration, the determination and application of an 























194Figure 3. The 50 - 1130 KeV region of an 8192-channel Ir y-ray 
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194Figure 4. The 1130 - 2200 KeV region of an 8192-channel Ir y-ray 
spectrum obtained with a 15% efficient Ge(Li) detector.
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results from different spectra. In this laboratory, computer routines 
have been developed to aid all phases of the analysis.
To describe each photopeak in a spectrum, a Gaussian of data 
points, Y, is formed by the subtraction of a straight line estimate of 
the underlying spectral distribution from the channel counts of the 
peak. The parameters which are determined to describe each Gaussian 
include the centroid position xq, the height Y^, and the full width at 
half-maximum wq. The Y data points for each peak are fit to the 
functional form
by an iterative non-linear least-squares fitting routine discussed in 
Refs. 38 and 39. The final parameters calculated by the Gaussian 
fitting routine are used to approximate the photopeak area N by the 
Gaussian area given by
1. Determination of Photopeak Positions and Areas
Y(x) = Yq exp
w /2 /In 2 o
x-xo (2-1)
N « h  Y w /Sr/in 2 .o o (2-2)
The uncertainties in the position of the peak centroid and the peak 




The energies of all peaks in the spectrum can be determined by 
fitting a low-order polynomial to standard energies as a function of 
peak position as long as there are small and continuous deviations from 
linearity. The energy calibration function is
NTERMS , -
\  - £  a \  (2-3)
K i-1 1 “
with coefficients determined using
NTERMS NCAL - * ,
-  £  * - a Ec a l x” - 1 , (2 -4 )
m=l n=l n
where NCAL is the number of peaks with positions and calibration 
energies E - in the fit. The (NTERMS x NTERMS) matrix E is defined
Ca K
by
NCAL , ,  .
Fij - E  ■ <2- «nBi
The weighting of the fit is facilitated through the factors In a
situation where x are exactly known and E + a are the measured n J n —  n 2dependent quantities, the weighting would be done with w q *» 1 /o which
reduces to B 1 when cr̂  are all equal. In the analysis of y-ray
spectra, the calibration E + a are known a priori, and the actualn n —
experimental measurements are of peak positions + Ax^. Thus, the 
weighting of the energy versus peak position fits must take into 
account both crn and Axn . Since error analysis requires w^ to be in
17
energy units, the x are converted to energy and the weighting factorsn
are given by
y NTERMS „ . 2  9
<T +  ( XI (i-Da! x \ Ax , (2-6)
Wn n \ i=2 1 n ) n
where the a^ are determined by a previous fit. The energy versus peak
position fitting procedure is, therefore, an iterative one. Initially,
9a fit is calculated using w = 1/c » the coefficients of which aren n
used to calculate the weights according to Eq. (2-6). Fitting and 
weight determinations are continued until the coefficients converge.
The energies of all photopeaks are computed from Eq. (2-3) using 
the coefficients of the final iteration. The uncertainties in the
final fit coefficients are determined using
ai “ xJed(NTERMS) , (2-7)
2where Xre{j is the reduced chi-square for the fit which is given by
(NTERMS) = — X— 0^ERM5)_ (2-8)xred^AC,iW NCAL - NTERMS * K }
with
0 NCAL „
X (NTERMS) = E wn (Ecal ” En) . (2-9)
1=1 n
The error contributions to the uncertainties In the calculated energy 
values arise from three sources. One source is the contribution from
18
the uncertainty In the fit coefficients which can be expressed
k
as
NTERMS 9 . 4
k i»J”1 J
Note the importance of using the proper values of as determined
by Eq. (2-6). Not only does {w^} greatly influence the computation of 
the fit coefficients, but it also is an important factor in the 
determination of the calculated energy uncertainties. A second contri­
bution to these uncertainties is due to the error E in the location
*k
of the photopeak centroid determined by
NTERMS
AE = £  (1-1) a± ^  xfc . (2-11)
it i=2
The final contribution is that which is due to the uncertainty in the
2calibration energies which is computed from a least-squares fit of
to a second or third order polynomial in E^ weighted inversly 
2proportional to o . Thus, consistent with Eqs. (2-3) through (2-5),
2E i is determined using
ca K
„ NCO NCAL . . i
AE2 - 2  £  v \ ± C l  ^  * ( 2 ' 1 2 )k S,,m=l n=l n
with
NCAL .,. n 9
F.. » F  Ei+J"Z/6Z . (2-13)
«  n-1 c n n
19
and where NCO = 3 or 4 depending upon which fit best reproduces the 
calibration energy uncertainties. Combining the error contributions, 
the uncertainties in the calculated energy values are given by
4\  - H i t t + + “ L iJ 1 • ( 2 - u )
The choice of the "best11 fit of energy versus peak position in the 
analysis of a y-ray spectrum is a complicated process. A test for 
the highest order fit to be considered as possible best fit is carried 
out first by an F-test. From the fit with NTERMS-1, a statistic for 
the fit with NTERMS is formed with
F - X2(NTERMS-1) - y2(NTERMS)  ̂ (2_15)
X x2 , (NTERMS)red
This statistic follows the F distribution with degrees of freedom
= 1 and = (NCAL - NTERMS) and is a measure of how much the
2additional term improves the value of Xre(j* ^ ie probability that the 
last term enhances the fit is the probability Pp(F,l,V2 ) of observing
a value of F greater than F for a random sample. From the calculatedX X
F values, the P_ are easily determined from published tables (in 
J?
e.g. Ref. 40). A characteristic of the fit with NTERMS that fails the
F-test is the sudden occurrence of I a.I<Aa. for the last term and1 i 1 - i
sometimes several others.
The highest order fit that passes the F-test is not necessarily 
chosen as the best fit. In radioactive decay studies, the positions 
in the decay scheme of several prominent transitions are usually known
20
from previous work. Using the energies of these transitions as
determined by the fits that pass the F-test, as many crossover-cascade
sinn comparisons as possible are made. The fit chosen as the best fit
2is the one which minimizes the sum of x differences for the compari­
sons given by
E - E9 cross cas.£.-?/ - 2 : . J - \k • < 2 - 1 6 )1 (aE2 + AE2 ^  \ cross^ caa^f
When crossover-cascade sum comparisons are not feasible, the fit with
2the lowest order that produces as reasonable xred value is a 
satisfactory fit, if not the best.
*
3. Intensity Calibration
The y-ray intensity or Isotropic emission rate, I, is related to 
the photopeak counting rate N by
I - f  . (2-17)
where e is the absolute photopeak efficiency of the detector correspond­
ing to the energy of the y-ray. The photopeak counting rate corrected 
for decay during the time of spectrum acquisition is related to the 
photopeak area C by
»•■■ XC-xt x l f -  (2-18>1 C  Xr- e
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where X is the decay constant of the source, and t„ and t are,x, c
respectively, the analyzer live time and clock time elapsed during the 
experiment.
The absolute photopeak efficiency for a given energy is the 
fraction of photons of that energy emitted by a source which contribute 
to the corresponding photopeak. The total absolute efficiency e of 
a given energy is the fraction of photons of that energy emitted by 
a source which interact with the detector. Thus,
e o P et , (2-19)
where the peak-to-total ratio P is the fraction of photons of a given 
energy interacting with the detector which contribute to the photopeak. 
By knowing the photoelectric cross-sections for interactions with the 
sensitive material of the detector, et can be calculated as a function 
of Y-ray energy if the volume of the active material is known with 
adequate precision. For large-volume "five-sided" cylindrical Ge(Li) 
detectors, which were the type used in the present work, the volume 
of the sensitive material cannot be determined with sufficient 
precision to calculate ê. because of the non-sensitive core and outside 
layer.
Well defined volumes are used in Nal detectors for which the 
total absolute efficiency can be accurately computed. Thus, the 
intensity of a y-ray can be computed from an experimentally determined 
photopeak counting rate and the calculated efficiency of a Nal 
detector. It follows then, that discreet values of the absolute
22
photopeak efficiency of a Ge(Li) detector can be determined by the 
following simple prescription:
The Ge(Li) photopeak counting rate is corrected for decay during the
time interval At between the acquisition of the Nal and Ge(Li)
spectra. For interactions in the detector which produce 28 KeV X-
rays that escape , the Nal photopeak counting rate is corrected
with the (1-R) factor in \diich R is the ratio of the escape area to
41 42the photopeak area. *
43For various Nal detector and source-detector geometries Heath 
has determined, as function of y-ray energy, the peak-to-total ratio 
and the absolute efficiency T(E). This efficiency is related to the 
total absolute efficiency by
where A is the attenuation factor due to the detector housing and 
beta absorber used in the experiment and is given by






=> A T(E) (2-21)
A = exp (-2 x±) , (2-22)
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44where x^ are the thickness and are the total photon cross-sections 
of the mediums used.
The choice of the y~ray sources to be used in the efficiency 
calibration should be limited to sources with simplified decay schemes 
in order to avoid problems with the coincidence summing of y-rays and 
the choice of the Compton backgrounds of photopeaks. Normal methods 
of error propagation are used In the determination of the efficiency 
points. Included in this error propagation should be estimates of 
uncertainties of all parameters used in the efficiency calculation. A 
viable method for the production of a look-up table of efficiency 
values is to tie together a series of parabolic least-squares fits of 
small sections of the efficiency versus energy curve by forcing the 
ends of the sections to meet. A similar procedure is also applicable 
in the determination of a look-up table of efficiency uncertainty values.
In radioactive decay studies* the Intensities of the y-rays 
relative to one another is all that is required. For convenience, 
intensities are normalized to 100 units for the most prominent y-ray.
The relative intensity of a y-ray Is, therefore, computed using
I = (2-23)
o
with uncertainties given by
AX = I { ( f- )2 + C )2 I*5 . (2-24)
where N is the y-ray spectrum photopeak areas, e is the absolute
24
photopeak efficiency of the detector corresponding to the y-ray 
energy, and I is the normalization constant determined from the 
photopeak area Nq and efficiency of the most prominent y-ray by
N
I = —  . (2-2:
° eo
If the intensities of several y-rays relative to the intensity 
of the most prominent y-ray are known, which could be the result of 
intensity determinations in which absolute photopeak efficiencies are 




) 2 + C f  >2 } % , (2-27)
where N is the photopeak area of the calibration y-ray of interest,
Nq is the photopeak area of the most prominent y-ray, and I is the 
intensity of the y-ray of interest relative to the intensity of the 
most prominent y-ray normalized to 100 units. By using only a few 
calibration points, it is possible to determine a relative efficiency, 
which is sufficiently accurate except at low energies, by calculating 
a least-squares fit of efficiency versus energy using
e » a E*1 . (2-28)
The relative intensities of all y-rays in the spectrum are then 
computed with automatic normalization using
(2-29)
o
with uncertainties given by
(2-30)
4- Averaging of Energy and Intensity Results
In the analysis of several y-ray spectra, there are usually a
series of energy values determined for a particular y-ray. The
combination of these values is carried out by a weighted average which 
can be written as
The uncertainty associated with this weighted mean must be carefully
determined. All of the error components in AE^ given in Eq. (2-14)
have had the statistical errors minimized. Yet, the error in the fit
coefficients AE-.., is still statistical In nature due to the fit
statistical fluctuations in the peak, positions. The error in the 
peak position AE^ is due to photopeak deviations from the Gaussian 
shape and the statistical errors in the peak channel counts. This 
Instrumental error undergoes only small variations for a specific peak 




uncertainty in the calibration sources is an instrumental error
described by a fixed function of energy for the set of calibration
sources used in a sequence of spectra. Hence, the analysis of each
spectrum provides a measure of the minimum instrumental uncertainty
Emin t*ie system f°r each peak given by 
1
AE . = {AE2 + AE2 , . (2-32)min. x. cal.i 1 1
The uncertainty in the averaged energy E^ of a y-ray cannot be smaller 
than the average minimum uncertainty for the measurement. Thus, the 
chosen uncertainty E is the larger of the following: the normal
average uncertainty given by
AE = [l/AE2]”*5 , (2-33)avg i
the normal weighted average uncertainty adjusted to Insure 68% con­
fidence given by
AE .. = AE adj avg
or the averaged minimum instrumental uncertainty given by
Z E . /AE2 ^ min iE „ *-----   . (2-35)
n Z 1/AE2 
i 1
Eor most average energies, the uncertainty choice is found to be
AE = AE . which gives rise to a 68% confidence level as a lower limit, min
I
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A weighted average is also used to determine the average inten­






The uncertainties AI^ in the intensity values are considered to be 
measures of the minimum instrumental uncertainty of the intensity of 
a specific peak. Hence, the uncertainty in the averaged intensity 
value I is chosen to be the larger of
■ K r  ■









The calibration sources and their respective standard y-ra.y 
45energies used in the external energy calibrations are given in 
Table 1. A comparison of the energy standards and the averaged 
energies calculated from the calibrations is shown in Table 2. The 
good agreement of the input and output calibration energies
28
Table 1






























Comparison of Input and Output Values of Energy Standards 
of the External Energy Calibration
EI aet Eo AE0 Er Eo I V Eo*/A
84.254 0.003 84.251 0.013 0.003 0.23
103,180 0,002 103.189 0.009 -0.009 0.98
122.063 0.004 122.053 0.012 0.010 0.79
136.473 0.004 136.449 0.020 0.024 1.18
279.188 0.008 279.199 0.012 -0.011 0.76
308.445 0,007 308.435 0.015 0,010 0.60
316.497 0.007 316,508 0.036 -0.011 0.30
320.078 0.008 320.068 0.010 0.010 0.78
411.794 0.008 411.783 0.017 0.011 0.59
468.062 0.010 468.065 0.018 -0.003 0.15
513.996 0.016 513.984 0.020 0.012 0.47
569.689 0.013 569.692 0.022 -0.003 0.12
602.715 0.013 602.736 0.019 -0.021 0.91
612.450 0.013 612.474 0.018 -0.024 1.08
661.638 0.019 661.646 0.019 -0.008 0.30
722.768 0.018 722.782 0.047 -0.014 0.28
834.827 0.021 834.801 0.025 0.026 0.80
1063.635 0.024 1063.605 0.034 0.030 0.72
1115.518 0.025 1115.484 0.036 0.034 0.78
1173.208 0.025 1173.262 0.034 -0.054 1.28
1332.464 0.028 1332.486 0.040 -0.022 0.45
1690.942 0.036 1690.933 0.065 0.009 0.12
1770.188 0.037 1770.161 0.075 0.027 0.32
2090.889 0.044 2090.838 0.118 0.051 0.41
2614.471 0.054 2614,289 0.194 0.182 0.90
2753.965 0.056 2754.057 0.123 -0.092 0.68
* AE = V aEj+AEq '
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demonstrates that only small systematic errors could possibly have 
been made in the determinations of either the y-ray energies or the 
energy uncertainties. The internal calibration lines that resulted 
from the external calibration are compared with the averaged energies 
of the internal calibrations in Table 3. The good agreement of the 
energies again verifies the correctness of the methods used in the 
present work.
Absolute photopeak efficiency values for the 4% efficient Ge(Li) 
detector were determined in the present work. A 3x3" Nal cylindrical 
detector was used with source-to-detector distances of 10 cm to 
determined the isotropic emission rates of a series of sources with 
y-rays which span the energy range of 50 - 3000 KeV. The efficiency 
calibration sources and y-ray energies of interest are listed in 
Table 4. Efficiency look-up tables were produced for the Ge(Li) 
detector with source-detector geometries in which the sources were 
positioned 5 and 10 cm from the face of the detector housing. These 
absolute photopeak efficiencies are shown as function of energy in 
Fig. 5. The uncertainties in the efficiency data points are 
illustrated by the sizes of the dots and had an approximate range of 
2.2% to 4.7%.
194A relative photopeak efficiency was determined for each Xr
y-ray spectrum acquired with the 15% efficient Ge(Li) detector. The
calibration lines were provided by the averaging of intensity values
194of the 328.5, 645.2, 938.7, 1468.9, and 1805.7 KeV y-rays of the Ir 
decay as determined from several spectra acquired with the 4% 
efficient Ge(Li) detector. An example table of relative efficiency
31
Table 3
Comparison of Input and Output Values of Energy Standards 
of Internal Energy Calibration
EI AEj E0 *E0 Er Eo iEj-EQl/AEt
293.547 0,012 293.541 0.014 0.006 0.33300.777 0.019 300,741 0.014 0.036 1.53308.445* 0.007 308.454 0.013 -0.009 0.61316.497* 0.007 316,501 0.012 -0.004 0.29328.450 0.013 328.448 0.014 0,002 0.11
468.062* 0.010 468.064 0.014 -0.002 0.12612.450* 0.013 612.455 0.026 -0.005 0.17621.994 0,021 621.971 0.019 0.023 0.81938.678 0.029 938.690 0.025 -0.012 0.311150.739 0.036 1150.748 0.046 -0.009 0.15
1183.478 0.046 1183.489 0.049 -0.011 0.161468.914 0.072 1468.912 0,065 0.002 0.021512.101 0.091 1512.040 0.071 0.061 0.531622.236 0.058 1622.204 0.077 0.032 0.331805.708 0.080 1805.746 0.091 -0.038 0.31
a Ir 192 calibration standard 
t AE = ̂ AEj+AEq
32
Table 4
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Figure 5. Absolute photopeak efficiencies of the k% efficient Ge(Li) 
detector.
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values and the corresponding log-log plot of the efficiency versus 
energy are shown in Fig. 6.
194The energies and intensities of all y-rays of the Ir decay
determined in the present work are listed in Table 5. The energies
and/or intensities of some lines were determined from the y-y
coincidence data and are so noted. The uncertainties, shown in
parentheses and referring to the least significant digit(s), are
quoted on the basis of at least 68% confidence and should be thought
of as the limiting precision of the system. A 1675.2 KeV y-ray was 
194observed in the Ir y-ray spectra, and, although half-life studies
194indicated the probable assignment of it to the Ir decay, no position
could be located for it in the scheme.
Very careful analysis was employed in the determination of the
energies and intensities of the 202.9, 293.5, 482.9, and 589.3 KeV 
194lines of the Ir decay due to the interference of the 201.3, 296.0,
192484.6, and 588.6 KeV lines, respectively, of the decay of the Ir
contaminant. The only other contaminant seen spectroscopically was 
24Na.
A correction for coincidence summing was found to be important 
for the 622, 1267, and 1479 KeV lines of the y-ray spectrum. In 
fact, lines at 1267 and 1479 KeV were demonstrated to be due solely 
to coincidence summing of the 328 - 939 and 328 - 1151 KeV lines, 
respectively, and are not listed in the table. Similarly, the peak at 























Figure 6. Example table of values and log-log plot of relative photo­
peak efficiency of the 15% efficient Ge(Li) detector.
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Table 5
Gamma-ray energies ‘ and Intensities
E. (keV) I E I
7 V y y
111 .4 (4 ) 0 .0 1 3 < 4 )S
(5 )
1308.15 (12) 0 .0099 (11)
202.91 ( IS ) 0 .0 2 3 1342.16 (6 ) 0 .290 ( U )
244.83 (5 ) 0 .0 5 9 (4 ) 1421.48 (28) 0 .0048 (15)
293.541 (14) 19 .5 (8 ) 1431.35 (34) 0 .017 (5 )
300.741 (14) 2 .66 (11) 1432.52 (12) 0 .0087 (18)
328.448 (14 ) 100.0 (31) 1441.78 (14) 0 .0114 (18)
364.867 (15) 0 .3 1 4 (10 ) 1450.23 ( U ) 0 .0125 (15)
482.857 (26) 0 .3 4 8 (14 ) 1463.50 (15 ) 0 .045 (9 )
530.173 (30) 0 .1 2 1 (5 ) 1468.91 (7 ) 1 .46 (6 )
589.179 (17) 1 .066 (34) 1487.05 (8 ) 0 .129 (6)
594.291 (19) 0 .4 7 7 (15 ) 1492.18 (13) 0 .0111 (16)
607.61 (8 ) 0 .0 3 0 <3) a ) (10) aJ
1511.98 (10) 0 .180 (22)
621.29 (15) 0 .0 7 3 1512.15 (21) 0 .101 (14)
621.971 (19 ) 2 .56 (10) 1518.76 (14) 0 ,0127 (18)
645.146 (20) 8 .9 4 <26> a )
t l 0 > a )  
(31) S)
1565.15 (8 ) 0 .158 (7 )
699.49 (36) 0 .019 1595.77 (10 ) 0 .0124 (12)
700.547 (35) 0 .1 9 0 1601.90 (12 ) 0 .0149 (15)
810.66 (19) 0 .019 (4 ) a )  (6 ) a )
1622.20 (8 ) 0 .490 (22 )
857.12 (19) 0 .0 5 4 1670.72 (10 ) 0 .0442 (28)
859.45 (18 ) 0 .0 1 3 (6 ) 1675.24 (17 ) 0 .0066 (11)
889.976 (35) 0 .386 (13) 1715.28 (11) 0 .0100 (9 )
925 .26 (6 ) 0 .097 (6 ) 1724.54 (15) 0 .0058 (8 )
938.690 (25) 4 .5 7 (14) 1735.37 (12 ) 0 .0190 (19)
1000.12 (4 ) 0 .355 (13) 1757.27 (19 ) 0 .0032 (7 )
1048.64 (5 ) 0 ,199 (9 ) 1780.69 (11 ) 0 .0396 (28)
1104.05 (5 ) 0 .1 9 8 (8 ) 1785.69 (11 ) 0 .0302 (23)
1150.75 (5 ) 4 .5 6 (15) 1797.48 (9 ) 0 .1 3 4 (7 )
1156.60 (30) 0 .0 1 4 (3 ) 1805.75 (9 ) 0 .249 (13)
1175.38 (5 ) 0 .4 6 3 (17) 1812.59 (25 ) 0 .0034 (10)
1183.49 (5 ) 2 .32 (8 ) a. 1829.59 (15) 0 .0142 (15)
1186.4 (4 ) 0 .0 6 4 (12) a ) 1924.42 (14) 0 .0136 (13)
1218.78 (5 ) 0 .4 2 9 (17) 2043.72 (11 ) 0 .0539 (34)
1293.67 ( « 0 .3 5 2 (23) 2114.20 (14) 0 .0199 (19)
Energies and/or intensities were determined from y-y coincidence 
data.
^  No position for this y-ray was established in the scheme.
CHAPTER III
INTERNAL CONVERSION
A. Internal Conversion Electron Spectrum
A search for EO transitions in the internal conversion spectrum
was one of the techniques used in the present work to try to locate
194additional 0+ states. The Ir internal conversion electron spectrum
29had been studied by Kern and Backstrom with a double focusing spectro-
46meter. Due to the Intense fi-background caused by the 85% fi-feeding
of the ground state, they were only able to observe the Intense lines
at 294, 328, and 1479 KeV. The important discovery in their internal
29conversion electron study was the line at 1479 KeV, which was
established as a pure EO transition. This uniquely determined the
spin-parity of the 1479 KeV level to be 0 . It was anticipated that
additional, but less intense, high energy EO transitions could be
found with a careful search of the internal conversion spectrum with
the quite excellent energy resolution of a SI(Li) detector. Thus, the
electron spectrometer used in the present work included a high
resolution (1,4 KeV FWHM at 180 KeV and 2.4 KeV FWHM at 850 KeV) 0.16 
3cm Si(Li) detector coupled to the liquid Nitrogen cooled input stage
of a Kevex 1000/2000 pre-amplifier, a TC-200 main amplifier, and a
4096-channel Nuclear Data analyzer.
194To prepare an Ir source for electron spectroscopy, a thin 
film of Iridium was deposited onto a small glass disk by oxidation and 
reduction. Before irradiation, the <0.2 mg isotopically enriched 
iridium sample was encased in a 10x4 mm polyethylene capsule formed
37
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by closing the ends of a piece of 4 mm polyethylene tube with heat. 
During the irradiation, the capsule became thermally hot causing the 
iridium to stick to the walls and, perhaps, to be coated by the poly­
ethylene. After Irradiation, the capsule was dropped onto a glass 
disk in the bottom of a covered crucible preheated to red heat. The 
polyethylene burned quickly at the high temperature with H^O and CO^ 
as the only products. As the temperature of the very small particles 
of Iridium metal increased, the iridium was first oxidized and then 
reduced as the IrC^ decomposed. The result was- a thin film of 
iridium, not visible to the naked eye, deposited on the disk. Small 
cotton swabs were carefully touched to the surface of the disk at 
various spots and counted with a Geiger-Muller smear counter. This 
procedure demonstrated that the activity was more-or-less spread 
evenly over the surface.
194An example 4096-channel Ir internal conversion electron
spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. Although the lines of the strong low
energy transitions (293.5, 300.7, and 328.5 KeV) were easily observed,
the only EO transition observed in the electron spectrum was that of
+the well known 1479 KeV transition depopulating the 1479 KeV 0 state.
+ 194The other 0 states known to be populated in the Ir decay are
depopulated by unobserved EO ground state transitions which indicates
+that they are either not as strongly populated as the 1479 KeV 0 state 












194Figure 7. An example 4096-channel Ir internal conversion spectrum.
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B. Internal Conversion Coefficients
A thorough knowledge of the internal conversion coefficients is
required to aid in the assignment of transition multipolarities and
for the determination of total transitions intensities needed in the
computation of 0-decay branching ratios. This could not be obtained 
19Afrom the Ir conversion electron data because of the intense g
24-28 194spectrum. Therefore, the results of studies of Au decay were
used to compute the internal conversion coefficients listed in Table
6. These were computed using the y-ray intensities reported by Benson 
26et al. and the conversion electron intensities reported by Bergman
25 28and BSckstrOro and/or those reported by Vishnevskil et al. in an
unweighted average of the two sets of results where possible. Normaliza-
47tion was carried out by using the theoretical E2 internal conversion
coefficient, 0.0492, for the 328.5 KeV transition. In addition to the
experimental internal conversion coefficients listed in Table 6,
theoretical values are given as determined from the tables of Hager 
47and Seltzer for transitions with energies up to 1600 KeV and from
48the tables of Sliv and Band for transitions with higher energies.
The multipolarity assignments made to the transitions are also shown
in the table, and were made primarily on the basis of the consistency
of the experimental and theoretical internal conversion coefficients.
194The limited Ir conversion electron data was used for comparl- 
194sons with the Au conversion electron data. The internal conversion




Internal Conversion Coefficients and Multipolarity Assignments
194of the Transitions of the Ir Decay
194as Determined from Au Decay Data
Ey(KeV) Exp(x 10-3) 
°K
Theory(x 10“3)
Ml E2 Other Multipolarity
111.4 4170 627
202.9 59.7 7.4 764 165 El 56 El
244.8 — 455 102
293.5 72.5 6.3 277 65 E2+M1(+E0)
300.7 60.8 5.3 259 61 E2
328.5 49.2 - 204 49 E2
364.9 48.4 3.1 154 38 E2
482.9 21.4 1.3 73 20 E2
530.2 6.2 1.4 57 16 El 6.1 El
589.2 18.2 1.6 44 13 (E2)
594.3 30.5 7.0 43 13 (Ml)
607.6 12.5 1.2 40 13 (E2)
621.3 7.4 1.7 38 12 El 4.4 El
622.0 11.6 2.4 38 12 E2
645.2 10.8 0.6 35 11 E2
699.5 - — 28 9.0
700.5 9.7 5.5 28 9.0 E2
810.7 2.2 0.4 19 6.7 El 2.6 El
857.1 - - 17 6.0
859.5 3.2 1.8 17 6.0 El 2.4 (E2)
890.0 8.9 2.4 15 5.6 (M1+E2)
925.3 6.6 0.6 14 5.2 (M1+E2)
938.7 5.2 0.4 13 5.0 E2
1000.1 7.1 1.5 11 4.5 E2+M1
1048.6 10.4 0.6 10 4.1 M1+E2
1104.0 2.2 0.1 8.8 3.7 El 1.5 El
1150.8 3.7 0.2 8.0 3.4 E2
1156.6 9.0 0.9 7.9 3.4 Ml
1175.4 1.4 0.1 7.5 3.3 El 1.3 El
1183.5 4.9 0.5 7.4 3.2 (M1+E2)
1186.4 - - 7.4 3.2
1218.8 3.4 0.2 6.9 3.1 E2
1293.7 15.5 7.8 5.9 2.8 E2+M1+(E0)
1308.2 3.1 0.7 5.8 2.7 E2
1342.2 6.5 0.6 5.4 2.6 E2+M1
1421.5 4.9 0.5 4.7 2.3 E3 4,6 (Ml)
1431.3 - - 4.6 2.3
1432.5 2.9 0.7 4.6 2.3 E3 4.5 E3
1441.8 4.0 0.9 4.5 2.3 E3 4.5




Exp(x 10-3) Theory(x 10“3)
“K AaK Ml E2 Other Multipolarity
1463.5 1.8 0.5 4.4 2,2 CE2)
1468.9 1.2 0.1 4,3 .2,2 El 0.9 El
1487.1 4.0 1.1 4.2 2.1 E3 4.2
1492.2 3.7 0.6 4,2 2.1 E3 4.2
1511.9 3.0 0.8 4.0 2.1 E2
1512.2 - - 4.0 2.1
1518.8 3.5 1.3 4.0 2.1 E3 4.0
1565.2 - - 3.7 1.9 E2
1595.2 4.1 1.2 3.5 1.9 Cm)1601.9 3.8 0.5 3.4 1.9 (Ml)
1622.2 1.6 0.4 3.3 1.8 E2
1670.7 3.5 1.1 3.0 1.7 (E2)
1715.3 2.2 0.2 2.8 1.6 E2+M1
1724.5 - - 2.8 1.6
1735.4 3.0 0.4 2.8 1.6 E3 3.1 M1,E3
1757.3 0.9 0.4 2.7 1.6 E21780.7 - - 2.6 1.5
1785.7 3.0 0.4 2.6 1.5 Ml
1797.5 0.9 0.2 2.5 1,5 El 0.65 El
1805.8 1.9 0.6 2.5 1.5 (E2)
1812.6 - - 2.5 1.5
1829.6 2.8 0.3 2.4 1.5 Ml
1924.4 2.2 0.1 2.2 1.3 Ml
2043.7 1.9 0.1 1.8 1.2 Ml
2114.2 2.0 0.3 1.7 1.1 Ml
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0^(293) = (70.0+4.3) x 10“3 ,
0^(301) « (62 + 15) x 10*"3 .
These values are clearly consistent with the corresponding values
24 23listed In Table 6. It has been determined in studies of the
194Au decay that the 1151 KeV transition, which depopulates the 
1479 KeV level, is an E2 transition. Using the 1151 KeV transition 
y-ray intensity determined in the present work and its theoretical E2 
internal conversion coefficient, it was shown that
3^(1479)/Ik(1151) - 10.3+2.3 .
194From the experimental y-ray and internal conversion data of the Au 
decay^ it was computed that
1^.(1479)/Ik(1151) = 10.9 + 0.7 .
194 196Here, the consistency of the Ir and Au decay data is again 
demonstrated.
The EO multipolarity assignment to the 1479 KeV transition can
194also be checked with the Ir conversion electron data of the present 
work. Using the largest intensity of the 1479 KeV sum peak in the y- 
ray spectrum and the 1479 KeV K-conversion intensity of the present 
work, the lower limit of the K-converslon coefficient was computed to 
be
0^(1479) > 3.11 + 0.70 .
Since the 1479 KeV level is depopulated by the 1151 KeV transition with 
a multipolarity known to be E2., it must be assigned a positive parity 
and a spin. I, of 0_̂ If4. Since the experimental K-conversion coefficient 
of the 1479 KeV ground state transition is 90 times the theoretical 
M3 conversion coefficient (the largest of the possibilities other 
than EO), the 1479 KeV transition must be pure EO implying that the
a.1479 KeV level must be a 0 state. This is consistent with the previous 
determination that the 1479 KeV line in the y-ray spectrum arose 




Quantitative, not just qualitative, y-y coincidence measurements
were made in order to firmly establish the new features of the decay
scheme and to confirm a number of features determined in other studies.
In addition to these aspects of the problem, the intensities of the
components of close-lying y-ray doublets were determined from the
quantitative coincidence data. The existence of several unresolvable
doublets was deduced from the singles spectrum data, while others
26 28were known to probably exist as a result of other studies. *
The correction of the coincidence data for accidental events was 
of prime importance in this work since quantitative measurements were 
intended. This correction is often facilitated by performing the 
coincidence experiment in two parts. In one part, real-plus-accidental 
coincidence events are recorded. In the other part, the timing network 
is adjusted such that only accidental events are recorded. The 
accidental spectrum is then subtracted from the real-plus-accidental 
spectrum to produce the real coincidence spectrum. This method works 
well as long as the ratio of the number of real events to the number 
of accidental events remains constant during both parts of the experi­
ment. The real-to-accidental ratio, R, is related to the coincidence 




where Nq is the intensity of the sample (decays per second). Coincidence 
studies on isotopes with short half-lives are presented with the prob­
lem of a constantly changing source intensity. The constantly 
changing real-to-accidental ratio will, therefore, give rise to an 
unreliable correction for accidental events if the real-to-accidental
data and the pure accidental data are determined separately.
194In devising the Ir y~Y coincidence experiment, the contamina-
192tion of the sample by the 74 day Ir had to be considered In addi-
194tion to the effects of the much shorter lived 19 hour Ir. Although
192the sample spectrum had very little Ir Interference immediately
after irradiation, the spectrum became increasingly dominated by the
192 194Ir decay as the Ir decayed. Thus, there were constant changes
194 192in the Ir intensity both absolutely and with respect to the Ir
intensity prohibiting the performance of the coincidence experiment 
in different parts in order to correct for accidental events. There­
fore, a spectrometer system was devised that would allow the con­
comitant acquisition of both real-plus-accidental and pure accidental 
coincidence data.
B. Spectrometer System
The spectrometer system used in the coincidence experiment is 
shown In Tig. 8. The x and y detectors were respectively 10% and 4%
fefficient Ge(Li) detectors (2.5 and 2.7 KeV FWHM at 1332 KeV). The
































Figure 8. The y-y coincidence spectrometer system.
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experiment was carried out with the detectors in a 90° geometry 
separated by a lead baffle to minimize detector-to-detector Compton 
scattering. The detector-to-detector geometry was rigid with the 
source positioned 5 cm from both of the detectors.
The time amplifiers were adjusted to provide crossover pulses 
optimum for time resolution. Time differences between the time pulses 
associated with the events of the x and y detectors by the time 
pickoff units (TPU1 s) were converted to voltage pulses by the time-to- 
amplitude converter (TAC). The frequency distribution of the TAC 
pulses as a function of voltage or time was that of near Gaussian peak 
sitting on a flat continuum of pulses as shown in Fig. 9. The peak 
pulses corresponded to real coincidence events, while the pulses of 
the flat continuum corresponded to accidental coincident events. The 
full width at the continuum of the pulses of coincidence events in 
units of time was approximately 300 nanoseconds, and the full width 
at half-maximum was about 100 nanoseconds.
Timing single channel analyzers (TSCA's) were used to discriminate 
all pulsed except those in two time regions of the TAC output. The 
TSCA(O) was adjusted to pass pulses in the 150 nanosecond band about the 
peak. The TSCA(l) was adjusted to pass a 150 nanosecond band of the 
flat continuum and separated from the TSCA(0) band on the coincidence 
peak by approximately 800 nanoseconds. Thus, the TSCA(0) passed 
pulses associated with real events mixed with others associated with 
accidental events, while the TSCA(l) passed only pulses associated 
with accidental events. It is important to note that the TSCA(l) passed 


















Figure 9. Frequency distribution of the time—to-amplitude converter.
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with accidental events passed by the TSCA(0),
The "TAG BOX" was the device incorporated in the system to 
facilitate the concomitant acquisition of real-plus-accidental and pure 
accidental coincidence data. The TAG BOX passed pulses from both the 
TSCA(O) and the TSCA(l) to the pulse shaper which stretched the pulses 
in time and adjusted the pulse heights to meet the requirements of the 
analog-to-digital-converter (ADC) gate which opened both the x and y- 
ADC's. The amplifiers connected to the ADC analog input were adjusted 
to provide unipolar pulses for optimum energy resolution. These 
pulses were delayed such that they reached the ADC's at the same time 
as the associated pulses passing through the timing network opened 
the gate to let them pass. The ADC's had the capability of digitizing 
a coincident event as two 12-bit binary numbers and storing the event 
as a (y,x) 24 bit word in the analyzer memory. Thus, the ADC's could 
store events with a conversion gain of 4096 channels for both x and y 
detectors. The y-ADC, however, was set to produce a conversion gain of 
2048 channels and the twelfth bit (moBt significant) was made non- 
addressable by detector signals. The twelfth bit of the y-ADC was 
entirely controlled by the TAG BOX. When a pulse entered the TAG BOX 
from the TSCA(O), the real- plus -accidental event was digitized with 
the twelfth bit of the y-ADC zero. When a pulse entered the TAG BOX 
from the TSCA(1), the pure accidental event waB digitized with a one 
In the twelfth bit of the y-ADC.
The coincidence data in the form of (y,x) words were written to 
magnetic tape whenever 256 events filled the buffer area of the 
analyzer memory. The output of the data was controlled by the PDP-8
iI
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computer. The spectrometer was capable of storing ungated spectral 
data as well as coincident events. Periodically, the single sample 
control opened separately both the x-ADC and the y-ADC. An x-single 
event was stored with y = 1 in a (l,x) word, while a y-single event 
was stored with x = 1 in a (y,l) word.
C. Experimental Procedure
The experiment proceeded for 10 days using four iridium samples.
About 14 million coincident events were recorded during the data
194accummulation. The rapid decay of the Ir source forced periodic 
changes in the source-to-detector distances and the single sample 
control settings. When data was accummulated using a newly irradiated 
source, the source-to-detector distance had to be increased from the 
basic 5 cm distance of the rigid 90° detector-to-detector geometry to 
as much as 9 cm. The source-to-detector distances were changed by 
moving the source along the line that bisected the 90° angle between 
the detectors. Thus, the effective angular separations of the 
detectors varied between 45° and the basic 90°. A majority of the 
data was accummulated, however, with source-to-detector distances of 
5 to 6 cm for which the effective angular separations of the detectors 
were very nearly 90°.
The single sample control settings were adjusted to produce one 
single sample of both detectors in each dump of the buffer. The 
basic setting was the one which produced a 4 msec single sample of the 
x detector and a 5 msec single sample of the y detector for every 4 
sec of coincidence data acquisition. As the source decayed, the
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coincidence rate declined which lengthened the time required to fill 
the buffer. Thus, in order to produce only one set of single samples 
in each dump, small changes in the basic settings of the single 
sample control had to be made.
D. Data Analysis
The formation of the frequency distribution of occurrence of 
(y,x) events with l«y<2048 would produce the 2048 x 4096 channel-real- 
plus-accidental coincidence matrix. Similarly, the frequency distribu­
tion of (y,x) events with 2049_<y<4096 would correspond to the pure 
accidental coincidence matrix. Subtraction of the pure accidental 
matrix from the real-plus-accidental matrix would yield the 2048 x 
4096 channel real coincidence matrix. This matrix would contain all 
the information needed to determine the coincidence relationships of 
all of the gamma transitions. The formation of the complete real 
coincidence matrix would be an enormous task. Fortunately, only 
combinations of the x-columns of the real coincidence matrix need be 
determined.
Ungated spectra of all y-events and all x-events were produced 
in order to determine the energy-versus-channel relationship and to 
locate the peaks of interest in the y-spectrum and the x-spectrum. In 
order to determine the coincidence relationships for a transition of 
interest, several gated spectra were formed. These were frequency 
distributions of x-events corresponding to y-events in the "gates".
For a transition of interest, gates were set on the channels of the 
real-plus-accidental peak and an equal number of channels of the
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Compton background. Similarly, gates were set on the corresponding 
pure accidental peak and background. Thus, gated spectra were formed 
for the peak gate, the background gate, the peak accidental gate, and 
the background accidental gate. The real coincidence spectrum 
associated with a transition of interest was formed by subtracting the 
sum of the background and peak accidental gated spectra from the sum 
of the peak and background accidental spectra. It should be noted 
that the background gate channels were chosen in the high energy 
side of the peak where possible. The real coincidence spectra were 
produced by computer programs written in PL1 and run on the LSU IBM- 
360 computer. A total of 41 gates were extracted.
E. Results
A summary of the coincidence relationships developed in the present 
work is given in Table 7. For each gate, the strength of the relation­
ships with each coincident y**ray Is listed as the ratio of its 
coincidence intensity to the uncertainty in it. Each coincidence 
intensity was determined by dividing the y-ray photopeak area 
(corrected for Compton background events) by the relative photopeak 
efficiency of the detector. Contributions to the corresponding un­
certainties consisted of the statistical error of the photopeak 
area and the uncertainty in the efficiency. For strong coincidence 
relationships involving small statistical errors, the ratios were 
lowered by the uncertainties in the efficiency. However, for weak 
coincidence relationships involving large statistical errors, the 
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The strength of each coincidence relationship is given as 
the ratio of the y“ray Intensity to its uncertainty as 
determined from the coincidence spectrum.
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The coincidence relationships developed in this work allowed for
194the establishment of 8 new levels and 22 new transitions in the Ir
decay scheme* Two of the levels and 8 of the transitions represent
194new Information on the Pt level scheme. The positions of several
24—28transitions and another level, which were proposed in the studies 
194of the Au decay on the basis of energy fits, were established by 
coincidence relationships for the first time. A series of coincidence 
spectra and partial level schemes demonstrate graphically in Figs.
10-18, some important coincidence relationships which are discussed 
below:
The 328 and 294 KeV gates. The 328 and 294 KeV gates are shown 
with the associated partial level scheme in Figs. 10 and 11. The 
coincidence relationships from these two gates allowed for the place­
ment of 16 transitions feeding the 328 KeV level and 13 transitions
feeding the 622 KeV level. Of these transitions, those which had not
194previously been placed in the Pt level scheme included the 1565.2 
and 1780.7 KeV transitions which feed the 328 KeV level and the 857.1, 
1431.3, and 1512.2 KeV transitions which feed the 622 KeV level.
The observation of the 1565.2 KeV y-ray In the 328 KeV gate, but 
not in the 294 KeV gate, firmly established that the 1565.2 KeV 
transition feeds the first excited state. Thus, in order to accommodate 
this new transition in the scheme, a new level was established at
1893.6 KeV.
Although the 1431.3 KeV y-ray was masked in the 328 KeV gate due 
to the Compton distribution of higher energy y-rays, it was observed 








































Figure 11. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 293.5 KeV
y-ray and a partial level scheme.
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was established in the scheme to incorporate the new 1431 KeV transi­
tion. The existence of the 2053 KeV level was further supported by 
the placement of the new 1724.5 KeV transition between the 2053 and 
328 KeV levels on the basis of the crossover-cascade sum energy fit.
The presence of the 2109.1 KeV level was definitely confirmed on 
the basis of coincidence relationships In the present work. The 
1780.7 KeV Y-ray was observed in the 328 KeV gate firmly establishing 
the 1781 KeV transition as a new transition connecting the 2109 and 
328 KeV levels. The 2109 KeV level was first proposed in Ref. 28 on 
the basis of energy fits of the 1487.1 and 1186.4 KeV transitions 
between the 2109 KeV level and the 622 and 923 KeV levels, respectively. 
The 1186 and 1487 KeV y-rayB observed in the 294, 300, and 621-622 KeV 
gates, clearly confirmed the positions of the 1487 and 1186 KeV 
transitions as depopulating the 2109 KeV level.
The 857.5 KeV doublet in the singles spectrum was demonstrated 
by the coincidence data to have components with energies of 857.1 and
859.5 KeV. The 857.1 KeV transition was observed in both the 328 
and 294 KeV gates, which indicated the presence of a new 857 KeV 
transition between the 1479 and 622 KeV levels. The 859.5 KeV y-ieay 
was observed in the 483 KeV gate, which confirmed its position in the 
scheme between the 1671 and 811 KeV levels as proposed in the 
studies^* of the decay.
The observation of the 1805.7 KeV Y“ray in the 328 KeV gate
concurs with that of Ref. 26, thus, definitely establishing the
1942134.2 KeV level in the Pt level scheme. In previous studies of 
194the Pt nucleus, a 1512 KeV ground state transition had been placed
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In the scheme. However, since a 1512 KeV y-ray was observed in both
the 328 and 294 KeV gates of the present work, a new 1512.2 KeV
transition was placed in the scheme between the 2134 and 622 KeV
levels. Since the intensity of the 1512.2 KeV transition, as determined
from the coincidence data, was found not to account for all of the
singles Intensity, the missing intensity must involve the 1511.9 KeV
ground state transition. Thus, the 1512 KeV line of the singles
spectrum must be composed of two close-lying y-rays.
The 483 and 300 KeV gates. For the 483 and 300 KeV gates, the
coincidence spectra and associated partial level schemes are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13. A new transition of energy 111.4 KeV, observed
weakly in the 483 KeV gate, was placed in the scheme between the 923
194and 811 KeV levels. The 699.5 - 700.6 KeV doublet of the Ir singles 
spectrum was observed for the first time in the present work. The
700.6 KeV y-ray, observed In the 483 KeV gate, was placed between
194 26*29the 1512 and 811 KeV levels as established in the Au decay schemer*^ 
The 699.5 KeV y-ray was observed in the 300 KeV gate, which established 
a new transition between the 1622 and 923 KeV levels. Intensity 
determinations from the coincidence data demonstrated that the dominant
700.6 KeV y-ray accounts for 91% of the intensity of the doublet.
(The 699 - 700 KeV doublet was Interpreted as a singlet 699 + 1 KeV 
y-ray In Ref. 34 and was erroneously placed between the 1622 and 923 
KeV levels.)
The 621 - 622 KeV gate. The gate on the 622 KeV y-ray of the 
singles spectrum and the associated partial level scheme are shown 
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Figure 12. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 482.9 KeV
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Figure 13. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 300.7 KeV
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Figure 14. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 622 KeV
line of the' singles spectrum and associated partial level 
scheme.
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feed the 622 KeV level and the 365 and 483 KeV y-rays. These observa­
tions concurred with those of Ref. 26 and confirmed the 365 - 621 - 
483 KeV transition cascade of the 1797 - 1432 - 811 - 328 KeV levels. 
Thus, there was also confirmation of the presence of the 621.3 - 
622.0 KeV doublet in the singles spectrum.
The 365 KeV gate. The coincidence spectrum obtained by gating
on the 365 KeV y-ray, which connects the 1797 and 1432 KeV levels, and
the associated partial level scheme are given in Fig. 15. The
presence of the 203 and 608 KeV y-rays in the 365 KeV gate confirmed,
by coincidence, the presence of the 202.9 and 607.6 KeV transitions 
194in the Ir decay. Thus, the existence of the 1229.6 KeV level was
194firmly established in the Pt nucleus.
The observation of the 811 KeV y-ray in the 365 KeV gate also 
confirmed the placement of the 810.7 KeV transition between the 1432 
and 622 KeV levels since no 811 KeV y-ray was observed in the 699 - 
700 KeV gate which would correspond to a highly unlikely 811 KeV E4 
ground state transition.
The 645 KeV gate. The 645 KeV gate and corresponding partial 
level scheme are shown in Fig. 16. The 645 KeV y-ray was first ob­
served In the singles spectrum of the present work. The internal con­
version electron transition corresponding to the 245 KeV gamma transi­
tion was reported in Ref. 28 and placed between the 1512 and 1267 KeV 
levels on the basis of an energy fit. The observation of the 245 KeV 
y-ray in the 645 and 939 KeV gates definitely confirmed the position 
of the 244.8 KeV transition in the level scheme since both the 645 
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Figure 15. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 364.9 KeV
























16. Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 645.2 KeV 
y-ray and associated partial level scheme.
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The 530 KeV y-ray was observed in the 645 KeV gate, thus con­
firming the placement of the 530 KeV transition between the 1797 and 
1267 KeV levels.
The 530 KeV gate. The coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on
the 530 KeV y-ray and the corresponding partial level scheme are
shown in Fig. 17. The 530 KeV line in the singles y-ray spectrum of 
194the Au decay has been found to be a doublet due to the close-lying
529 and 530 KeV transitions. The 530 KeV transition was placed
between the 1797 and 1267 KeV levels, and the 529 KeV transition was
placed between the 1961 and 1432 KeV levels. These placements were
194made on the basis of coincidence relationships in the Pt level
194 194scheme in Ref. 26 for the Au decay and in Ref. 31 for the Xr
decay. The latter study was carried out with Nal detectors and
produced the only evidence of population of the 2 1961 KeV level in
194 194the Pt nucleus following the Ir decay. Thus, the 1104 KeV y-ray
(the strongest depopulating the 1432 KeV level) of the 529 - 1104
KeV transition cascade between the 1961 - 1432 - 328 KeV levels should
have been observed in the 530 KeV gate of the present work. However,
the 1104 KeV y-ray was not observed in the 530 KeV gate indicating
the absence of the 529 KeV transition and, therefore, the absence of
194the 1961 KeV level in the Ir decay. Thus, the 530 KeV line in
the y-ray singles spectrum is a singlet, and the presence in the 530
KeV gate of the 645 and 939 KeV y-rays, which depopulate the 1267 KeV
level, strongly confirmed the placement of the 530 KeV transition
194between the 1797 and 1267 KeV levels in the Ir decay.
The 1512 KeV gate. The coincidence spectrum obtained by gating 
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Figure 17, Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 530.2 KeV
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Figure 18, Coincidence spectrum obtained by gating on the 1512.2 KeV
y-ray and associated partial level’ scheme.
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This gate was used to further confirm the placement of the 1512.2 KeV 
transition between the 2134 and 622 KeV levels established uBlng the 
328 and 294 KeV gates. The observation of the 328, 294, and 622 KeV 
Y-rays upheld this placement.
The other gates. The coincidence relationships determined from 
the gates discussed above were supported by those determined in the 
gates that were not discussed. In addition, weak coincidence relation­
ships of gates on several high energy Y-*ays established the placement in 
the scheme of the 1441.8 KeV transition feeding the 622 KeV transi­
tion and the 1450.2, 1715.5, and 1735.4 KeV transitions feeding the 
328 KeV level.
F. Quantitative Coincidence Measurements 
194The construction of the Pt level scheme resulting from the 
present study was carried out on the basis of coincidence relationships 
and crossover-cascade energy fits as described in Chapter 6. The 
coincidence intensities of the gates were used in a self-consistency 
check of the construction of the level scheme by determining the 
Y-ray Intensities of all of its transitions including those lying 
close in energy.
1. Method
General techniques for the extraction of quantitative information 
from coincidence data have been developed (e.g. in Ref. 49). In the 
present work, these techniques were extended for application to complex 
schemes involving significant internal conversion and 6-feeding.
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The coincidence quotient is defined as the ratio
(4-1)
where (1) Icx is the y-ray coincidence intensity of the transition x, 
of interest, and (2) Ic^ is the total coincidence intensity of the 
gating transition y determined in accordance with the proposed scheme by
with the prime indicating correction for internal conversion and the 
summation of the coincidence intensities over transitions (a) out of 
the final level of y if y is not a ground state transition, or (b) 
into the initial level of y if y is a ground state transition.
The singles y-ray Intensities are then deduced using the equation
where is the total intensity of the transition y as found in the 
singles work and R is a factor incorporated to correct for y-ray 
branching and, when y is a ground state transition, ^-feeding. The 
factor R can be written as a product of two ratios with
Icy “?Ici ’ (4-2)
(4-3)
y (4-4)
where (1) B is the ratio of the total intensity leaving the final level
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of the upper transition to the total Intensity entering the Initial 
level of the lower transition (with B « 1 if the final level of the 
upper transition is also the Initial level of the lower transition), 
and (2) Itot is determined using
" t o t  C M )1
with the summation of total transition intensities of the singles work 
over transitions (a) out of the initial level of y if y is not a ground 
state transition, and x is above y in the scheme, (b) out of the final 
level of y if y is not a ground state transition, and y is above x in 
the scheme, or (c) into the Initial level of y if y is a ground state 
transition.
The method described above does not take into account directional 
correlations. Thus, the coincidence data should be acquired with a 
detector-to-detector geometry that minimizes or washes out directional 
correlations.
For the determination of each y-ray intensity of interest, a 
single equation in terms of observed quantities Is constructed from 
Eqs. (4-1) through (4-5). When applied to this equation, normal 
methods of error propagation yield the properly determined uncertainty 
in the y-ray intensity value.
2. Example Application
Consider now the application of the above methods to a simple 
scheme. Suppose that the results of the singles y-ray and internal 
conversion electron measurements are as shown in Fig. 19. The level
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Initial singlea data;
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Initial coincidence data:
300 KeV gate:
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200 804 0.521 40 20.8
400 551 0.357 40 14.3
600 761 0.493 64 31.6
200 KeV gate:
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Figure 19. An example decay scheme for the application of quantitative 
coincidence measurements.
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scheme Chat would be constructed on the basis of the singles data and 
qualitative coincidence relationships of the 300 and 200 KeV gates 
are also shown in the figure. In order to make a self-consistency 
check of the scheme, the determination of the y-ray intensities from 
the coincidence intensities is made and the results are also displayed 
in Fig. 19. A comparison of the singles intensities with those 
determined from the coincidence data shows perfect agreement for the 
200, 300, and 400 KeV y-rays. However, the variance in the intensity 
values for the 600 KeV intensities indicates that there must be another 
600 KeV transition.
Before making any further judgements, a gate on the 400 KeV y-ray 
is required. The intensity results of the quantitative coincidence 
determinations for the 400 KeV gate is shown in Fig. 20. It is clear 
that the 600 KeV y-ray is in coincidence with the 400 KeV y-ray. Thus, 
there are y-rays at 600 KeV depopulating, respectively, the 1100 KeV 
level and the new 1300 KeV level as shown in the final level scheme.
Since the intensity determinations of the 200 and 400 KeV gates 
depend on independent parameters of the scheme, the intensities of 
the two 600 KeV y-rays are properly determined. If these are the only 
600 KeV y-rays in the scheme then the sum of the intensities of the 
two must equal the singles intensity of the 600 KeV line, and it does:
*600a + T600b ‘ 19’7 + 9‘9 = 29‘6
The careful application of quantitative coincidence methods in 
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Figure 20. The results of the application of quantitative coincidence 
measurements to the example.
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presence of two 600 KeV y-rays, but also in the correct resolution of 
the intensities of the components. Thus, it is evident that quantita­
tive coincidence determinations can be put to valuable use in the 
proper construction of level schemes.
3. Results
In this work, the determination of y-ray Intensities from 
coincidence intensities were carried out for almost all of the gates.
The procedure was an iterative one which continued until there was 
convergence of the Intensities of the doublet components. This con­
vergence actually occurred after only one iteration since variations 
in the singles intensities and 3-feedings due to the resolution of the 
doublets were very minute.
The most significant results are those from the gates on transi­
tions with positions low in the scheme which includes those at 328, 294, 
483, and 300 KeV as discussed in Section E. The y-ray Intensity re­
sults obtained from these gates and the averaged results of all gates 
are compared with those of the singles work in Table 8. The second 
column of the table entitled EXP contains the power of ten by which 
all of the Intensity values of the associated line are to be multiplied. 
Overall, there is quite good agreement of the Intensities. Thus, most 
features of the level scheme are firmly established and the Intensities 
deduced for the components of the doublets are reliably determined.
The few discrepancies were due either to poor statistics or to strong 
directional correlations. In order to account for rapid count rate 
changes, the sources were moved relative to the rigid 90° detector-to-
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Table 8
Quantitative coincidence determinations of y-ray intensities
Energy _ a) Exp S ing les 328 294 483 301 Avg
(keV)
111 -1 0 ,1 3  4 0 .1 3  4
203 -1 0 .2 3 5 0 .2 3  5
245 -1 0 .5 9 4 0 .9 3 14 0 .6 5 17 0 .7 2  12
294 +1 1 .9 5 8 1.97 10 1.94 12 1 .95  7
300 0 2.66 11 2 .34 12 2 .38 15 2 .42  10
328 +2 1.00 3 1 .00 6 1 .00  14 1 .02 7 1 .00  4
■365 -1 3 .14 10 3 .23 25 5 .0 10 3 .4 6  61 3 .3 3  22
483 -1 3 .4 8 14 3 .48 27 3 .5 0  22
530 -1 1.21 5 1 .5 8 18 1.07 19 1 .3 6  14
589 0 1.07 3 0 .9 6 7 0 .9 3 8 1.00 8 0 .9 5  5
594 - I 4 .7 7 15 5 .8 0 44 5 .3 4  56
607 -2 3.00 32 3 ,9 4 15 4 .5 0 96 3 .5 9  55
621 -1 0 .8 2  18 0 .7 3  14
622 0 2 .56 10 2 .70 25 2 .4 2  13
645 0 8 .95 26 8 .7 6 63 8 .4 4 67 8 ,8 0  54
699 -1 2 .18 Q 1 0 .1 5 8 0 .1 9 10 0 .1 9  10700 -1 y \ 1 .9 0 34 1 .9 0  31 1 .90  31
810 -1 0 .1 9 4 0 .1 5  4
857 -1 0 .5 4 6 0 .5 8 21 0 .2 5 10 0 .3 1  13
859 -2 1 .28 55 0 .8 3 40 0 .9 3  45 0 .8 3  41
890 -1 3 .86 13 3 .1 8 37 3 .60 38 3 .4 9  30
925 -1 0 .9 7 6 ' 0 .7 3 24 1 .14 14 1 .0 1  19
939 0 4 .57 14 4 .4 0 41 4 .3 7  39
1000 -1 3 .55 13 4 .0 0 45 3 .47 40 3 .5 2  36
1048 -1 1 .99 9 2 .13 29 1 .85 24 1 .90  18
1104 -1 1 .9 8 8 1 .81 26 1 .9 3  20
1151 0 4 .5 6 15 4 .4 4 49 4 .4 4  49
1175 -1 4 .6 3 17 3 .5 3 44 3 .62 46 3 .6 7  40
1184 0 2 .32 8 ( 2 ,39 28 2 .39  281186 0 I  0 .6 2 12 0 .6 6 17 0 .6 3 18 0 .6 4  12
1219 -1 4 .2 9 17 3 .91 50 3 .91  50
1294 -1 3 .52 23 2 .94 40 2 .9 4  40
1342 -1 2.90 11 2 .21 33 2 .21  33
1431 -1 0 .1 7 5 0 .1 3 5 0 .1 3  5
1463 -1 0 .4 5 9 0 .5 4 15 0 .5 3 15 0 .5 3  15
1469 0 1.46 6 1 .47 21 1 .4 7  21
1487 -1 1.29 6 1 .27 22 1 .22 20 1 .25  17
1512 -1 0 .9 7 18 1 .0 1  14
1565 -1 1 .58 7 1 .64 27 1 .6 4  27
1/81 -2 3.96 28 3 .55 84 3 .5 5  84
1786 -2 3 .02 23 1 .7 4 67 1 .7 4  67
1806 -1 2 .49 13 2 .4 2 43 2 .4 2  43
1830 -2 1 .42 15 1.19 44 1 .19  44
a) The power of 10 required to normalize the y-ray intensities.
b) Intensity values are followed by uncertainties in least significant 
digit(s).
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detector geometry giving rise to effective angular separations of 
the detectors varying between 45° and 90°. These variations washed 
out most, but not all, of the directional correlations. (The coinci­
dence intensities relative to each other were not altered appreciably 





The new level at 1893.6 KeV established In the coincidence work
by the observation of the 1565 KeV -Y-ray, which appeared only in the
328 KeV gate, was by far the most Interesting of the new levels.
Further evidence for the existence of this level was found in the 
24 194study of the Au decay In which the K-conversion electron line
corresponding to an 1894 KeV transition was observed. Since no 1894
KeV y-ray was observed, a possible EO ground state transition out of 
+a 0 state at 1893.6 KeV was indicated. The fact that the 1565 KeV
194y-ray was not observed in the Au decay does not conflict with this
possibility since it is probably masked by the 1563 KeV y-ray which
194 194deexcltes a level populated in the Au decay but not in the Ir
decay. In order to establish the spin of the 1894 KeV and other levels,
a directional correlation experiment was initiated.
B. Experimental Procedure
The directional correlation experiment was performed with the same
spectrometer as the coincidence experiment except that the two
detectors used were the 4% efficient Ge(Li) detector and a 3x3" Nal
detector. A copper-coated lead cone was used on the Nal detector to
minimize detector-to-detector scattering. The correlation table used
in the experiment was the one described in Ref. 50 with the addition
of a new source holder that allowed small movements of the source in
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any direction to facilitate its centering. After the source holder 
was adjusted mechanically to the geometric center of the correlation 
table, small variations in the position of the source were made until 
count rates at different angles about the source demonstrated that it 
was centered to within 0.1%.
Instead of storing the data on tape as in the coincidence experi­
ment, four 1024-channel spectra were accummulated in the analyzer 
memory. These spectra were the 328 KeV gates of real-plus-accidental, 
pure accidental, background, and background accidental events. The 
measurements were made at three angles (90°, 135°, and 180°) with the 
angle varied among the five positions every two hours.
Before and after each measurement of the 328 KeV gates, the
singles spectrum count rate was determined for both detectors. Using 
194the Ir half-life reported as 19.15 + 0.03 hours in Ref. 36, the 
averaged count rates at the time mid-point of each run were determined. 
The product of the count rates of the two detectors was used in a 
rough normalization of each run to help correct for decay and any 
source misalignment. Separate normalizations were carried out in this 
manner for the runs in each pass of all the angles. The normalized 
spectra were combined to form, for each of the three angles, a back­
ground corrected spectrum of real events and a spectrum of all events.
C. Data Analysis
For the three angles, the photopeak areas N^(0) were determined 
with the Compton background subtracted for the y-rays with energies 
of i KeV from the spectra of real events. The associated uncertainties
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AN^(0) were determined with contributions being the statistical errors 
in the data points as determined from the spectra of all events and 
in the area of the background. A final normalization produced photo­
peak areas M^(e) by using the peak areas and the correlation function 
W(0) of the known 0-2-0 cascade (1151-328 KeV) which depopulates the 
1479 KeV level. Thus,
N (9)W „  ce)
M*(6) ■ w f f  •
and
KAN. (0) \ 2 /^1151^®^ \" W  * )
* •
with
W1151(6) = 1 + 14 Q2 P2(0) + 7 Q4 P4(e) ’ (5_3)
and
4WU 5 1 (6> “  [ { t 4 P2(6)AQ2 } 2 +  { !  • (5- 4)
where the solid angle correction factors were determined to be
Q2 “ 0.8810 + 0.0088 and = 0.6477 + 0.0130 in accordance with the
tables of Refs. 51, 52 and the geometry of the detector placements in
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which the Ge(Li) and Nal detectors were positioned 6.5 and 10 cm from 
the source respectively.
From the photopeak areas , each of the directional correlation
coefficients were determined directly using the areas = M^(90°),
M2 = M^(135°), and M3 « M^(180°) and the prescription:




\  ’ O - ”
with
AA. ■ A. 4 4
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where
X = -90 + 40 M2 + 50 M3 , (5-9)
Y “ 48 - 96 X, + 48 M3 , (5-10)
Z « 42 + 56 + 7 M3 • (5-11)
D. Results
The directional correlation coefficients are listed in Table 9
and are shown in Fig. 21 as (A2> A^) points with the parametric plots
53of the theoretical A2 and A^ values. Although the uncertainties are
large, it is clear that the 1565 - 328 KeV cascade depopulating the
1894 KeV level is a 0-2-0 cascade. Thus, the 1894 KeV level is
*1*definitely established as being a 0 state. Of the other 0-2-0 
cascades found, the 1219-328 KeV cascade out of the 1547 KeV level was 
established as 0-2-0 for the first time by directional correlations. 
Perhaps a 2-2-0 spin sequence cea be assigned to the 1184-328 KeV 
cascade out of the 1512 KeV level and the 1294-328 KeV cascade out 
of the 1622 KeV level.
Although unique spin sequence assignments cannot be made for 
other cascades, a comparison of the results of the present work and 
those of Ref. 35 show quite good agreement. Of special interest is 
the 1342-328 KeV cascade out of the 1671 KeV level. In the present 
work, the correlation coefficients are equally consistent with a spin
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Table 9
Gamma-Gamma Directional Correlation Coefficients
E A2 AA2 A4 AA4
939 0.372 0.029 1.066 0.051
1104 -0.172 0.458 0.017 0.609
1151 0.357 0.030 1.143 0.053
1184 -0.253 0.031 0.226 0.048
1219 0.240 0.103 1.048 0.160
1294 0.433 0.161 0.138 0,228
1342 0.390 0.127 -0.099 0.178
1469 -0.213 0.042 -0.047 0.064
1565 0.030 0.199 1.174 0.346


















Figure 21. Theoretical Aa versus Ao parametric plots on which the 
experimental directional correlation points (A^,A2 ) are 
shown.
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assignment of 1-2-0 or 2-2-0. However, in the work of Ref. 35, a
unique spin sequence assignment of 2-2-0 was made. The assignment of 
+ +2 to the 1671 KeV level contradicts the 1 assignments made in the 
26 28studies * on the basis of the internal conversion coefficient of 
the 1671 KeV ground state transition which is consistent with its being 
Ml. The observation of the 859 KeV y-ray in the 483 KeV coincidence 
gate of the present work and that of Ref. 26 established conclusively 
the presence of a transition between the (1,2) 1671 KeV level and the
4+ 811 KeV level. This valuable piece of data readily clears the 
picture. The 1+ assignment to the 1671 KeV level must be ruled out 
since the 859 KeV transition would be an M3 transition. Thus, the 
1671 KeV level is assigned a spin and parity of 2+ implying that the 
859 KeV transition is E2, which is consistent with its internal con­
version coefficient. The internal conversion coefficient of the 1671
26 28 194KeV transition determined in the studies * of the Au decay is 
assumed to be in error.
CHAPTER VI 
THE 194Pt LEVEL SCHEME
194The Pt level scheme developed In this work Is shown In Fig. 22. 
Of the 26 excited states Involved, 23 were Included on the basis of 
coincidence relationships, while the remaining three at 1924, 1930, 
and 2141 KeV were Included on the basis of energy fits. Of the 69 
transitions Incorporated, the positions of 46 were uniquely established 
by coincidence measurements.
The Internal conversion coefficients used In the determination of
transition Intensities were, with a few exceptions, the K conversion
194 24-28coefficients determined from the Au decay studies and listed in
Table 6 (Chapter III). For the 294, 300, 483, 622, and 645 KeV transi­
tions, the conversion coefficients used were the sum of the K- and
194total L-shell coefficients determined from the Au data. The con­
version coefficient used for the 328 KeV transition was the theoretical
194E2 total (K-, L-, M-shell) value. In addition, the Au decay data
was used to deduce the intensities of the 1267 and 1479 KeV EO ground
state transition.
Associated with each transition in Fig. 22 are its energy,
intensity, and, if known, its multipolarity. The transition and B-
intensities are given as the number of occurrences per 1000 decays of 
194Ir. The B-branchings, which are shown with their uncertainties in 
parentheses, were deduced using the requirement of an intensity 
balance at each level and the total photon intensity of the 328.5 KeV 
transition reported in Ref. 32 as 13,0+1.8 transitions per 100 decays
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194Figure 22. The Pt level scheme.
194of Ir. The log ft_ values were deduced using the listed (3- 
branchings and the log _f tables of Ref. 54. The spins and parities 
of the levels were assigned on the basis of consistency of directional 
correlations of the present work and that of Ref. 35, transition 
multipolarities, log ft values, and systematic trends of low-lying 
levels of the even-A Pt nuclei.
The transitions incorporated in the scheme on the basis of 
coincidence relationships are denoted by dots on the arrows. A dot 
on the arrowhead of a transition entering a level indicates that it 
has been determined to be In coincidence with a transition leaving it. 
Similarly, a dot on the tall of the arrow of a transition leaving a 
level indicates that it has been determined to be in coincidence with 
a transition entering it.
Although coincidence relationships established the positions of 
many transitions, the position of many others were based on energy fits. 
A complete level-by-level analysis of the energy fits of the y-ray 
transitions in the scheme is given in Table 10. Level energies with 
associated uncertainties (columns 1 & 2) .are added to transition 
energies with associated uncertainties (columns 3 & 4) to yield level 
energies and uncertainties (columns 5 & 6), which are combined in a 
weighted average to produce the level energies listed In column 7.
In column 8, the differences in the Individual determinations of the 
level energies and average level energies are given. The quotients of 
the absolute value of these differences divided by the uncertainties 
In the individual level energies are listed in column 9. For the 
energy fit to be good, the value in column 9 should be less than one.
Table 10
194Energy Fit Analysis of the Pt Level Scheme
Ei “ i Ej ABi S AS L S-L 1— 1'as 1
0.0 0.0 621,971 0,019 621,971 0.019 621.980 -0.009 0.45328.448 0.014 293,541 0,014 621,989 0.020 0.009 0.45
328.448 0.014 594.291 0.019 922.739 0.023 922.729 0.010 0.45621.980 0.014 300.741 0.014 922.721 0.020 -0.008 0.39811.305 0.030 111.41 0.44 922.715 0.441 -0.014 0.03
328.448 0.014 938.690 0.025 1267.138 0.028 1267.131 0.007 0.25621.980 0.014 645.146 0.020 1267.126 0.024 -0.005 0.21
0.0 0.0 1432.520 0.120 1432.520 0.120 1432.515 0.005 0.04328.448 0.014 1104.047 0.050 1432.495 0.052 -0,020 0.38
621.980 0.014 810.664 0.188 1432.644 0.189 0.121 0.64811.305 0.030 621.294 0.146 1432.599 0.149 0.085 0.571229.594 0.085 202.914 0.144 1432.508 0.167 -0.007 0.04
328.448 0.014 1150.748 0.046 1479.195 0.048 1479.190 0.006 0.12621.980 0.014 857.123 0.185 1479.113 0.186 -0.096 0.51
0.0 0.0 1511.975 0.100 1511.975 0.100 1511.918 0.057 0.57328.448 0.014 1183.489 0.049 1511.937 0.051 0.019 0.37621.980 0.014 889.976 0.035 1511.956 0.038 0.038 1.00811.305 0.030 700.547 0.035 1511.852 0.046 -0.066 1.44922.729 0.015 589.179 0.017 1511.905 0.023 -0.013 0.571267.132 0.028 244.833 0.047 1511.965 0.055 0.047 0.86
328.448 0.014 1218.791 0.055 1547.229 0.057 1547.232 -0.003 0.05621.980 0.014 925.256 0.058 1547.236 0.060 0.004 0.07
Table 10 (cont'd)
Ei AEt Ej AE S
0.0 0.0 1622.204 0.077 1622.204
328.448 0.014 1293,669 0,058 1622.117
621.980 0.014 1000.119 0.042 1622.099
922.729 0.015 699,494 0,356 1622.223
0.0 0.0 1670.723 0.100 1670.723
328.448 0.014 1342.161 0.061 1670.609
621.980 0.014 1048.644 0.051 1670.624
811.305 0.030 859.454 0.181 1670,759
328.448 0.014 1450.225 0.114 1778.673
621.980 0.014 1156.702 0.299 1778.682
0.0 0.0 1797.476 0,091 1797.476
328.448 0.014 1468.912 0.065 1797.360
621.980 0.014 1175.377 0.049 1797.357
1267.131 0.018 530.173 0.030 1797.304
1432.515 0.043 364.867 0.015 1797.382
0.0 0.0 1924.421 0.135 1924.421
328.448 0.014 1595.766 0.103 1924.214
328.448 0.014 1601.898 0.120 1930.346
621.980 0.014 1308.153 0.116 1930.133
0.0 0.0 2043.720 0.114 2043.720
328.448 0.014 1715.277 0.114 2043.725
328.448 0.014 1724.515 0.127 2052.963







































































E1 AEi  E j AEj S
328.448 0.014 1735.371 0,117 2063.819
621.980 0.014 1441.780 0.139 2063.760
328.448 0.014 1757.270 0.194 2085.718
621.980. 0.014 1463.505 0.146 2085,485
328.448 0.014 1780.688 0.114 2109.136
621.980 0.014 1487.055 0.075 2109.035
922.729 0.015 1186.363 0.440 2109.092
0.0 0.0 2114.196 0.140 2114.196
328.448 0.014 1785.686 0.115 2114.134
621.980 0.014 1492.184 0.133 2114.164
328.448 0.014 1805.746 0.091 2134.194
621.980 0.014 1512,154 0.207 2134.134
328.448 0.014 1812.586 0.252 2141.034
621.980 0.014 1518.759 0.142 2140.739












































This occurs a high percentage of the time which indicates self- 
consistent validity in the determination of transition energies and 




The transitional character of the even-A Pt nuclei has been
discussed in light of the Pt systematics of Refs. 55, 56. The 
182-194Pt systematics shown in Fig. 23 provide ready observations:
(1) the ratio of the energy of the second excited 2 state to the
4* -j.energy of the first excited 2 state, E(2 ' )/E(2 ), increases rapidly 
with decreasing A indicating a transition from vibrational to rotational 
character since even spacing of the first two excited states is pre- 
dieted for vibrational nuclei; (2) the spacing of the E(4+) and E(2 ) 
states become closer to the theoretically predicted spacing for the 
ground state rotational band of deformed nuclei as A decreases.
Another systematic trend that has been determined is the rapid
+  4 -  4 * 4 -  1 Q Adecrease of the B(E2 ’-»-2 )/B(E2 '->0 ) ratio from 325 in Pt to 5 in
182 194Pt. The large B(E2) ratio for these transitions in Pt is con-
+sistent with the interpretation of the 2 state as a one phonon state
since the ground state transition (a change of two phonons) is much
retarded. This interpretation tends to negate the idea that the. 2+f 
194state of Pt is the band head of a quasi-y-vibrational band. The
182approach to unity of the B(E2) ratio of Pt indicates a structure
+ 182which is more rotational in character. Here, the 2 1 state of Pt 
is Interpreted as the band head of a quasi-y-vibrational band with 
transitions feeding states in the same rotational band.
194The above observations indicate that the low-lying states of Pt 






Figure 23. Systematics of experimentally determined levels in even—A 
Pt nuclei (182<A<!94).
4*of this interpretation is the missing 0 state of the 2 phonon triplet.
1—8The pairing-plus-quadrupole (PPQ) model of Kumar and Baranger is a
194valuable model for testing Pt since it makes no a_ priori assumptions
194about the nuclear shape. Thus, Pt has quadrupole motions limited 
by the vibrational and rotational models with deviations appearing 
naturally. Theoretical relative B(E2) values of the PPQ model are 
compared with experimental relative B(E2) values of the present work 
in Pig. 24- As can be easily seen, the agreement is quite good in 
general.
The nuclear wave functions of the PPQ model have been expanded in 
terms of phonon states in Ref. 7. The overlaps of the PPQ wave func­
tions and those of the phonon model show the phonon character of the
194low-lying states of Pt in the PPQ picture. The interpretation of 
4* +the 2 ' and 0 1 states are of particular interest. In the PPQ picture,
+ +u it is found that the 0 ' state is 53% N = 3 phonons and the 2 is 69%
N = 4 phonons. Although the 245 KeV Y-ray is weak, it is the dominant
4*transition in the decay of the 2 " state which is expected since for 
+  4*the 2 "->0 1 transition there is a change of one phonon (AN « 1). 
Similarly, the PPQ model predicts that the 3+ state is 93% N «* 3
phonons, the 2+l is 93% N = 2 phonons, and the 4+ state is 95% N = 2
+" + +. +. + + phonons. Thus, the strong transitions 2 -+3 , 0 -t-2 , and 3 -*4 with
AN “ 1 are also in agreement with this picture. Although the PPQ
model predicts some of the features of the low-level deexcltationB
quite well, there are some differences. One of the main difficulties
Involves the transition between the 2+" state and the 2+ state. In













W ° V #  2+
328.5 * 1t ...< ► i p i p 2+
0.0 , * i r o+
194Figure 24. Partial level scheme of low-lying levels In Pt. Measured relative B(E2) values with un- «>
certainties In parentheses are shown above the transition arrows. (These were computed 
using pure E2 multipolarities.) Theoretical relative B(E2) values of Kumar and Baranger7 
are shown in brackets below the experimental values.
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forbidden. Yet, experimentally this transition is observed to occur
quite strongly. Thus, the Kumar and Baranger picture does not produce
194a completely satisfactory view of what is occurring in Pt.
+The phonon character of the numerous 0 states, not just the
0 1 state, can be tested through the y-ray transition probabilities.
4“The relative B(E2) values for the decays of the five 0 states found
194in the present study of the Ir decay are shown in Fig. 25. If
successively larger numbers of phonons are associated with the 0+
4"tstates, then dominant transitions to the 2 state are expected since
it would involve a change of one less phonon than transitions to the
2+ state. However, it is apparent that there are vast differences
4-between the decays of the 0 states indicating that they possess
quite varied characters.
There is currently some speculation that another description of 
+the 0 states In the even-A Pt nuclei may be obtained from studies of
the odd-A Au nuclei in which there is a coupling of a h ^ ^  proton
orbital to the Pt core."^ The odd nucleon behaves like a probe of the
core shape in the effective core picture sometimes referred to as
10-13rotation-aligned coupling. The h ^ 2 bands have been located in
lflQ-IQS 17 1ftthe Au decays. * By application of the rotation-aligned
coupling scheme, it has been determined that the asymmetry parameter
y ranges from >30° for "^Au to 23° for ^^Au with the bands reproduced
188-194 18remarkably well using triaxial Pt cores. As A decreases from
195 to 189 in the Au nuclei, it is observed that the h^y2 band head
energy decreases. This is very similar to the decreases in energy of















+ 194Figure 25. Partial level scheme of excited 0 states in Pt.
Measured relative B(E2) values with uncertainties in 
parentheses are shown above the arrows. Theoretical 
relative B(E2) values of Kumar and Bara n g e r  ̂are shown In 
brackets below the experimental value of the lowest 
excited 0* state.
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189’’oblate" trlaxial shapes to "prolate” trlaxial occurs near Au,
188which corresponds in this picture to a Pt core. In the even-A Pt
186nuclei, there is a corresponding marked change in character at Pt
(see Fig. 22) which is considered consistent with the change in 
character on the Au nuclei even though it does not occur at the same 
mass value. This is reasonable, however, if one allows for the
possibility that the proton orbital can polarize the Pt core. The
195 194Interpretation of the h ^ ^  band in Au indicates that the Pt core
has an "oblate" trlaxial shape with y >30°. Therefore, in this picture, 
194the Pt nucleus which exhibits many properties of spherical nuclei 
with 8~y softness in the low-lying states may be in an "oblate"
+ »trlaxial shape with well defined y when it is in the states of the 0 
2+" band.
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